Time Timer® WASH + Soap Dispenser
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Dear Madam/Sir <<Last Name>>,

Take Your Handwashing to the Next Level with the
NEW Time Timer WASH + Soap Dispenser!
Just fill with your favorite
soap and start washing!
The Time Timer WASH + Soap
Dispenser is a touchless,
automatic soap dispenser
integrated with a visual timer to
ensure hands are being washed
long enough to fulfill the CDC
recommendation. The visual
aspect of this timer helps all
ages and abilities understand
the duration and process of
washing hands.

Fun, Simple, Easy Steps!
Completely touchless to use. Soap
(not included) automatically
dispenses when hand placed under
spout and the timer begins the
countdown. The timing of the
countdown allows for users to first
wet their hands, then wash for the
approved 20-seconds, then rinse.

Hands-free: Don't dirty up the hands you're trying to get clean!
Touchless, automatic soap dispensing by simply holding hand under
spout.
Universal: Even the youngest handwashing kids can understand this
visual timer and soap dispenser, learning important life skills at a
young age. This timer not only ensures clean hands, but can help
curb OCD, germaphobia, and general anxiety disorder associated
with washing hands and pandemic anxiety.
Highly Visible: The bright LCD disk starts disappearing as the 30
second duration counts down. The timing of the countdown allows for
users to first wet their hands, then wash for the CDC (Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention) approved 20-seconds, then rinse.
Rechargeable: USB Charging cable (Included). Built -in Lithium
battery will last for over 4,000 washes in silent mode, or 1,600
washes while using the music between charges. That's over 3 months
worth of handwashing (with typical usage)!
Fun: Alerts and music can play throughout to increase engagement
and make handwashing fun. (Optional)

Pre-order the Timer Timer® WASH + Soap Dispenser Now

Keep your home, school, or office safe regardless of
your bathroom set-up.
Now you can customize your
handwashing needs for your home,
classroom, or workplace. Choose
between the Time Timer® WASH +
Soap Dispenser or the Time Timer
WASH standalone handwashing
timer (includes suction cup). Either
way, your hands will be clean and
germ free!

Shop the Time Timer® WASH
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